Vendor Managed Inventory Program
At ITS we utilize the best software and equipment available for our industrial market clients.
Along with our superior equipment, we have an entire team devoted to the daily operations of our
customer’s needs. From data entry, trouble shooting and our technical sales staff, our inventory
management program allows as our customers to focus on manufacturing while we handle the rest.

Here are a few advantages of an ITS system:
-

Reduce 20%-50% of your inventory spend.

-

Automate ordering, receiving, stocking, and maintaining inventory.

-

24-7 availability with accountability for employee transactions.

-

100% inventory visibility: Reduce stock-outs and obsolete inventory.

-

Significantly reduce consumption, hoarding, and theft.

-

Control employee and department spending.

-

Turn your inventory data into actionable information.

-

Improve job costing, inventory forecasting, and demand planning.

-

Reduce travel-time and other non-value-added activities.

-

Access control by item, department, employee, job, machine, etc. for complete inventory
control.

-

Increase use of re-grinds and reconditioned items.

-

Reclaim floor space.

-

Manage gauge calibration.

-

Lot control and FOD control.

-

Consigned and Non-Consigned Inventory

-

Monitored Connectivity Loss

-

Nightly Backups of Database

Reporting:
ITS can customize reports to our client’s exact needs. From item, machine, user, Job, traveler,
FOD tracking and more. With over 2,000 standard reports and an infinite number of custom reports, we
can dial in our customer’s exact purpose and activity for analytical review. ITS can also interface with
most client’s current ERP system for real time data, purchasing and receiving tools, AP/AR, warehousing
and material and EDI management.

After Implementation Service and Features
It is easy to install a vending system and reap the rewards of the products being purchased. ITS takes our
system much further. Setting up and going live with our system is just the start. It is the processes we
complete next that set us apart from our competitors with the following features:
-

Continual product testing to improve production
Monitoring inventory spikes for cause
Same day delivery for items that may have had a greater than usual run and are stocked out
Quarterly cost savings meetings to review system health, projects and identification of future
process improvements
Monitoring and proactive practice of future product obsolescence from manufacturers
24/7 on-call support

